
DateName Class
Look at this tray cupboard.

What is kept in the drawers mentioned below? 
Color each tray as you name it.

top row on the left

on the right-hand side of the Legos

above the Bats

below the Toys

top row on the right

to the left of the Games

above the Legos

bottom row on the left

below the Pencils

above the Coins

2nd row down on the left

bottom row on the right

to the right of the Toys

under the Dice

bottom row, 2nd from the left

Paper Books Cards Dice

Toys Legos Blocks Rulers

Shapes Shells Pencils Games

Balls Bats Wool Coins

Here is a plan that shows where these students sit in class.

The blackboard is at the front of the room.

____________ sits in front of Shay. ____________ sits behind. 

Mrs. Brown sits on the ____________ -hand side of the room. 

____________ sits on the left -hand side of Callum.

____________ sits on the right -hand side of Callum.

____________ sits in front of Jade. ____________ sits behind. 

____________ sits in front of Annie. ____________ sits behind. 

____________ sits on the right -hand side of Stuart.

____________ sits behind Tiana. ____________ sits in front of her.

Brodie sits in front of ____________ and behind ____________ .

Cory sits in front of ____________ and behind ____________ .

____________ sits on the left -hand side of Chloe.

Matty sits in front of ____________ and next to ____________ .

Matty Callum

Mrs. Brown Blackboard

Isaac Jake Chloe Grace

Hayley Brodie Jarrod Josh Stuart Henry

Jade Becky Shay Tiana Cory Annie

Logan Joel Aden Beth Karnie Lea

Position Math
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ANSWER KEY

Look at this tray cupboard.

top row on the left

on the right-hand side of the Legos

above the Bats

below the Toys

top row on the right

to the left of the Games

above the Legos

bottom row on the left

below the Pencils

above the Coins

2nd row down on the left

bottom row on the right

to the right of the Toys

under the Dice

bottom row, 2nd from the left

Here is a plan that shows where these students sit in class.

The blackboard is at the front of the room.

____________ sits in front of Shay. ____________ sits behind. 

Mrs. Brown sits on the ____________ -hand side of the room. 

____________ sits on the left -hand side of Callum.

____________ sits on the right -hand side of Callum.

____________ sits in front of Jade. ____________ sits behind. 

____________ sits in front of Annie. ____________ sits behind. 

____________ sits on the right -hand side of Stuart.

____________ sits behind Tiana. ____________ sits in front of her.

Brodie sits in front of ____________ and behind ____________ .

Cory sits in front of ____________ and behind ____________ .

____________ sits on the left -hand side of Chloe.

Matty sits in front of ____________ and next to ____________ .

Matty Callum

Mrs. Brown Blackboard

Isaac Jake Chloe Grace

Hayley Brodie Jarrod Josh Stuart Henry

Jade Becky Shay Tiana Cory Annie

Logan Joel Aden Beth Karnie Lea

Paper

Blocks

Shells

Shapes

Dice

Pencils

Books

Balls

Wool

Games

Toys

Coins

Legos

Rulers

Bats

Jarrod

left

Matty

Isaac

Hayley

Henry

Henry

Beth

Aden

Logan

Lea

Josh

Becky Callum

Karnie Stuart

Jake

Hayley Callum

What is kept in the drawers mentioned below? 
Color each tray as you name it.

Paper Books Cards Dice

Toys Legos Blocks Rulers

Shapes Shells Pencils Games

Balls Bats Wool Coins

Position Math
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